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Abstract
The physical reasons in favour of a two dimensional topological model of quan-
tum electrodynamics are discussed. It is shown that in accord with this model
there is a new uncertainty relation for photon which is compatible with QED.
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We discuss a two dimensional topological approach to quantum electrodynamics which can be helpful to
understand dynamical aspects of two dimensional topological quantum effects such as flux quantization,
cyclotron motion, Aharonov-Bohm effect and QHE. Note that all these effects can be considered as two
dimensional quantum electrodynamical phase effects caused by a magnetic field which is prependicular
to the two dimensional surface of motion of electrons.
Our motivation in considering such a theory is based on the physical fact that the quantum field of
electromagnetic interaction, the photon, possess only two degrees of freedom which refers to a two
dimensional geometrical background. Thus even in the four dimensional Maxwell theory one reduces the
original four degrees of freedom of the electromagnetic field to the two physical degrees of freedom, e.
g. by the use of radiation gauge. Further it is based on the phenomenological fact that the mentioned
two dimensional quantum phase, i. e. e
∮
(contour)
Amdx
m = Nh;m,n = 1, 2;N ∈ Z where e and Am
are the electric charge and the electromagnetic potential, is varified by flux quantization and Aharonov-
Bohm effect. It is based also on theoretical consideration that even the four dimensional Maxwell action:
∫
F ∧ ∗F , F = Fmndx
m ∧ dxn must be described by the substructure of electromagnetic two-forms F
and ∗F .
Note also that in view of global character of quantum theory which is manifested through the globality of
quantum state (∼ wave function ), the global aspects of the underlying manifolds or bundle manifolds are
essential for the structure of quantum theories which are defined on this manifold. In this sense topological
invariants, e. g. cohomology, homology or harmonics on the mentioned manifolds determine global
aspects of the mentioned quantum theories [1]. Accordingly we show that in view of the main role played
by the second cohomology H2(M4D) ∼= Harm
2(M4D) of space-time four manifold in electrodynamics,
such two-forms and their ”dual” surfaces are essential even in four dimensional quantum electrodynamics.
Hence with respect to topological quantum effects, two dimensional quantum theories defined by such
two forms on such surfaces can replace four dimensional quantum theories.
We will show first that the structure of action and so the equations of motion of four dimensional Maxwell
theory can be considered as conditions which restrict the electromagnetic two-forms to be defined on a
two dimensional submanifold of the original four dimensional space-time. Recall that Maxwell equations
in QED are considered also as conditions on the quantum state [2].
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There are various local or differential and global or topological hints about the main role played by the
two dimensional substructures of the four dimensional classical structure in four dimensional classical and
quantum electrodynamics, i. e. about the restriction of the relevant structures in both theories to two-
forms and two dimensional submanifolds. The first one is the absence of three- and simple four-forms
in the Lagrangian of electrodynamics in view of its restriction to two-forms, altuough the underlying
manifould is a four dimensional one. This fact alone can be considered as the irrelevance of higher than
simple two-forms in electromagnetism, since if there were simple electromagnetic four or three-forms,
they should be involved in such a general four dimensional theory. On the other hand to define a two
form a two dimensional manifold is sufficient, so that an electromagnetic field strength can be defined
on a two dimensional submanifold of the (3+ 1)- dimensional space-time. A reasonable two dimensional
boundaryless non-boundary submanifold: M2D ∈ H2(M4D) given as a part of three dimensional space
seems to be suitable for our objection.
The second hint is that, accordingly, the vacuum equations of motions of both electrodynamics, i. e.
dF = 0 and d†F = 0 restrict the involved two-forms which are assummed to be defined on a four
manifold M4D to be harmonic forms: F ∈ Harm
2(M4D). Thus the relevant electrodynamical two-form
F ∈ Harm2(M4D) have no contribution from higher than two dimensional structures of the underlying
four manifold, although the general possible electrodynamical two form on a compact orientable four
manifold without boundary is given by the Hodge decomposition F = dA ⊕ d†Ω3(A,F ) ⊕ Harm2 [3].
Since, if one considers the term d†Ω3(A,F ) as the contribution of the higher than two dimensional
structure of the four manifold to the structure of two forms, then the absence of this term shows that the
relevant electromagnetic two-forms are those which can be defined only on a two dimensional submanifold
M2D of the four manifold. Hence F = dA ⊕Harm
2 is an element of H2(M4D) which is isomorphic to
Harm2(M4D). Note also that the dimension of the H
2(M2D) ∼= H
2(M2D) is closely related with the
invariant aspects of two dimensional manifolds.
The third hint is that in QED only slowly varying field strengths: dF << F and ∂tF << F produce
finite terms which enables one to renormalize QED [4], i. e. again only fields with dF = 0 and in view
of equations of motion also with d†F = 0 are QED relevant. It means that only the solutions of Maxwell
equations dF = 0, d†F = 0 produce physical, i. e. finite, results in QED. This is in accord with the path
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integral quantization idea where only the real classical path, which is the solution of classical equations
of motion, contributes to the phase of quantum state.
As the last local hint let us mention that the electromagnetic field strength in the Landau gauge, which is
the usual one for quantization in presence of magnetic field, is restricted to the two dimensional field which
is defined on the two dimensional spatial submanifold: F (M2D) [5]. Thus even the phenomenological
description of magnetic quantization [5] is obliged to use the two dimensional two-forms F (M2D) instead
of the four dimensional ones: F (M4D).
In other words the four dimensional classical as well as quantum electrodynamics are not only based on
the two dimensional substructure of two-forms, but both theories restrict these two-forms to be harmonic
two-forms which should be defined on the M2D subsmanifolds of the four manifold. Moreover recall that
in QED only average of field strengths over finite space-time regions have a well defined meaning [6].
Hence these averages can be considered as to be averaged over the rest (1 + 1) dimensional part and to
be defined only on M2D submanifold of the (3 + 1) dimensional space-time. Thus one can consider the
averaged field strength to be constant with respect to the rest and to depend only on variables on the
M2D submanifold.
Also the topological invariant peoperties of Maxwell action
∫
F ∧ ∗F , which are essential with respect
to the topological ( global) character of quantum phases, refer to two dimensional invariants, since all
relevant invariants here are constructed from the electromagnetic two form F :
The electromagnetic elements of the four manifold cohomology invariants are the action function f(em)(A(x)) =
∫
F (A)∧∗F (A); f(em)(A(x)) ∈ H
0(M4D), the closed non-exact electromagnetic two-form F ∈ H
2(M4D)
and the Maxwell-form Ω4(M4D) := F ∧ ∗F ; Ω
4
(em)(M4D) ∈ H
4(M4D) are constructed from the electro-
magnetic two-form F = dA⊕Harm2(em); F ∈ H
2
(em)(M4D). In other wordsH
2
(em)(M4D)×H
2
(em)(M4D)→
H4(em)
∼= H0(em)(M4D). Note that in view of Hodge theorem on compact orientable Riemannian manifolds:
Hr(M) ∼= Harmr(M) and dimHr(M) = dimHarmr(M) all above isomorphisms are given also between
harmonics, so that the solutions of Maxwell equations ∈ Harm2(M4D) determine in this way global as-
pects of M4D like the Euler characteristic χ(M4D) = Σ(−1)
rdimHarmr(M4D). Thus in the simply con-
nected case of interest whereH1 ∼= H3 = 0 only dimHarm2 will determine the Euler characteristic of our
M4D. Therefore even the topological aspects of four dimensional QED: H
4 ∼= Harm4 ∼= Harm0 ∼= H0
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which are essential in topological quantum effects are given by the two dimensional topological aspects,
since these topological invariants of four manifold are given in terms of topological invariants of the
two dimensional submanifold. Thus, if with regard to the Maxwell-form H2(em)(M4D)×H
2
(em)(M4D)→
H4(em)(M4D), also the ”dual” map H2(M4D) × H2(M4D) → H0(M4D)
∼= H4(M4D) is given, then the
homological invariants of our four manifold are also given by the invariants of its two dimensional sub-
manifold: M2D ∈ H2(M4D).
Moreover recall that the invariant of F , i. e.
∫
surface
F , is obtained with respect to a two dimen-
sional surface and also that in view of the absence of three-forms on two dimensional manifolds M2D
any two-form on these manifolds is a closed two form, i. e. in our case dF (M2D) = 0. Note also
that the two dimensional equations of motion dF †(M2D) = 0, which result from the mentioned in-
variant action
∫
surface
F , are together with the two dimensionality condition: dF (M2D) = 0 equiva-
lent to the equations of motion in the four dimensional case: dF †(M4D) = 0, dF (M4D) = 0. So
that in two dimensional case the relevant F is given by F ∈ Harm2(M2D) and in the four dimen-
sional case the relevant F is given by F ∈ Harm2(M4D). Nevertheless, as it is discussed above, the
construction of the underlying four manifold is so that only the spatial two dimensional submanifold
seems to be relevant for definition of the physical electromagnetic two-form. Thus in two dimensional
case there is an isomorphism H0(M2D) ∼= H
2(M2D) which replaces the four dimensional isomorphism
H2(M4D) × H
2(M4D) → H
4(M4D) ∼= H
0(M4D). Furthermore recall that the second cohomology of a
four manifold H2(M4D) is ”destroyed” by removing theM2D ∈ H2(M4D) surfaces from the four manifold
M4D [7]. Therefore the Maxwell action H
2
(em)(M4D) ×H
2
(em)(M4D)→ H
4
(em)(M4D)
∼= H0(em)(M4D) de-
pends entirely on the two dimensional submanifold M2D ∈ H2(M4D). Accordingly also the constructing
two-fom F ∈ H2(em)(M4D) depends only on the surface M2D ∈ H2(M4D) and ”effectively” it should be
defined on such a surface.
Note also that the usual four dimensional coupling term
∫
Aµj
µdt with jµ = nex˙µ where n is the elec-
tronic density, is equal to Q
∫
Aµdx
µ; Q = ne which reduces in the two dimensional case to Q
∫
Amdx
m.
Therefore the whole four dimensional action
∫
M4D
F ∧ ∗F +
∫
Aµ · j
µdt reduces in the two dimensional
single electron case to e
∮
Amdx
m =
∫
surface
F , since in this case also
∫
4D
F ∧∗F reduces to
∫
M2D
F . Recall
that in two dimensions ∗Ω2 = Ω0, then in view of Ω0 ·Ω2 ∼ Ω2 one has in this case F (M2D)∧∗F (M2D) ∼
5
F (M2D).
Therefore, in order to adopt all these facts in the theory, we conjecture a two dimensional invariant of
two-form F , i. e.
∫
surface
F , for the electromagnetic action which avoids problems with extra conditions
for renormalization and with constraints of a four dimensional QED [8].
The two dimensional electromagnetic action of interest is given by the classical flux function
S(cl) = Φ(cl) = e
∮
(contour)
Amdx
m = e
∫
(surface)
Fmndx
m ∧ dxn, where e, Am and Fmn are, respectively,
the electric charge of the electron, the electromagnetic potential and the magnetic field strength in-
teracting with the electron and m,n = 1, 2. Here the domain of electromagnetic potential and mag-
netic field strength is a non-simply connected region containing of two regions which is similar to the
case of Aharonov-Bohm effect: One is the flux surface where a constant magnetic field B(surface) =
B(constant) := ǫmnF
mn
(surface) is present and A
m
(surface) = B(constant)xnǫ
mn. The second is the con-
tour region which surrounds this flux surface where the magnetic field is absent B(contour) = 0 and
Am(contour) = ∂
mΦ, i.e.dA(contour) = B(contour) = 0. Thus, the integral e
∮
(contour)
Amdx
m is defined on the
contour region, whereas the equivalent integral e
∫
(surface)
Fmndx
m ∧dxn is defined on the surface region.
We will prove that the canonical quantization of S(cl) is given by the commutator postulate:
e[Aˆm, xˆm] = −ih¯ which is related with a new uncertainty relation e∆Am · ∆xm ≥ h¯ for photon [9].
Hereby functions xm are the position coordinates of an electron interacting with the magnetic field Fmn
of photon Am. In other words in this approach photon is considered, in accord with the equivalence
between quantum fields and quantum particles in quanrum field theory, as a quantum particle with
usual uncertainty properties in measurments (see below).
With respect to the commutator postulate note that, in view of A
(surface)
m = B(constant) · x
nǫmn and
A
(contour)
m := ∂mΦ, in both relevant regions Am is not a function of xm and so there is no a periori
reason for the commutativity of Aˆm and xˆm operators. Further recall that although the Am potential
is non-observable in view of its gauge dependence, however the quantized integral e
∮
(contour)
Amdx
m is
in view of Aharonov-Bohm effect or flux quantization an observable phase. Thus the difference of two
gauge potential ∆Am ∼ (δAm = A˜m − Am) is, in view of gauge transformations: A
′
m = Am + ∂mΛ,
A˜′m = A˜m + ∂mΛ, a gauge invariant quantity.
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Not that the quantization postulates SQ = e
∮
(contour)
Amdx
m = Nh, e[Aˆm, xˆm] = −ih¯ and
e∆Am·∆xm ≥ h¯ can be compared with the canonical quantization postulates
∮
Pmdq
m = Nh, [Pˆm, qˆm] =
−ih¯ and ∆Pm · ∆qm ≥ h¯. Thus the quantization SQ = e
∫
(surface)
Fmndx
m ∧ dxn = Nh is just the
integrality condition for the first Chern class ch1 ∼ F and in this sense it is a well defined geometric
quantization [10].
We will show that, indeed for the canonical conjugate variables of phase space of the two dimensional
electromagnetic system which is represented by S(cl), the commutator of related operators is non-trivial.
The key point is the correct choise of phase space, i. e. the choise of true canonical conjugate variables
for the two dimensional electromagnetic system under consideration.
The point of departure is the two dimensional electromagnetic action functional:
S(cl) = Φ(cl) = e
∫
(surface)
Fmndx
m ∧ dxn = e
∫
(surface)
dAn ∧ dx
n = e
∮
(contour)
Andx
n , (1)
with dAn := ∂mAndx
mǫmn.
The action is defined on the electromagnetic U(1) bundle over the two dimensional manifold which
consists of a two dimansional non-interacting electronic system in magnetic field in the ”single electron
picture”.
First we show that S(cl) = e
∫
(surface)
Fmndx
m ∧ dxn is a well defined action functional from which one
can derive the equations of motion for Am, so that it can be quantized canonically in order to describe
the quantized dynamics of the two dimensional electromagnetic system.
In view of the fact that Am depends on x
n by Am(surface) = B(constant)xnǫ
mn, the variation of action δS(cl)
needs to be considered only with respect to the variation of δxn, since the variation δAm is proportional
to δxn. Hence, one has to consider dx
l =
∂xl
∂xm
dxm. The Euler-Lagrange equations
∂L
∂xm
= ∂n
∂L
∂∂nxm
which result from the variation of this action with respect to the variation δxn are:
∂n∂nAm − ∂n∂mAn = 0 (2)
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These are the usual equations of motion for Am potential in vacuum. Nevertheless, in view of the fact
that A
(surface)
m = B(constant)x
nǫmn, the second term is identically zero and one is left with the Laplace
equation in two dimensions ∂n∂nAm = 0 [11]. Note that also Maxwell equations in vacuum together
with Lorentz condition d†A = 0 result in the four dimensional Laplace equation dd†A+ d†dA = 0.
Therefore, the action S(cl) = e
∫
(surface)
Fmndx
m ∧ dxn = e
∮
(contour)
Amdx
m is a well defined action
functional for our two dimensional system, which can be canonically quantized in order to describe the
quantum behaviour of photon.
To quantize the phase space of a classical system which is represented by an action functional S(cl),
one should determine first the canonical conjugate variables of phase space and then one should pos-
tulate the quantum commutator for operators which are related to these variables. Now to determine
the phase space space variables of the system represented by the action functional S(cl) one can use
the Legendre transformation formula Pm :=
∂L
∂q˙
which is defined for the phase space of canonical
action:
∮
phase space
Pmq˙
mdt. Thus the phase space of our system which is represented by the action
S(cl) = e
∮
(contour)
Amdx
m = e
∮
(contour)
Amx˙
mdt has the canonical conjugate variables {Am, x
m} and it
can be quantized directly in comparision with the phase space of canonical action as mentioned above.
Nevertheless to be precize we perform the quantization of this system in accord with the general formal-
ism of geometric quantization [10]:
Then, the globally Hamiltonian vector fields of our system with the symplectic two-form:
ω = dAn ∧ dx
n = Fmndx
m ∧ dxn are given by the following differential operators [10], [12]:
XAm =
∂
∂xm
, Xxm = −
∂
∂Am
(3)
Moreover, the quantum differential operators on the quantized phase space of this system should be
proportional to these vector fields by a complex factor, i. e. usually by (−ih¯), and so they should be
given by:
Aˆm = −ih¯
∂
∂xm
, xˆm = ih¯
∂
∂Am
(4)
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On the other hand, the real quantized phase space of a quantum system should be polarized in the sense
that the Ψ wave function of system should be a function of only half of the variables of the original phase
space [10]. This means that it is either in the Ψ(Am, t)- or in the Ψ(x
m, t) representation. Then the
quantum operators are given, respectively, by the set {Aˆm = Am , xˆm = −ih¯Xxi = ih¯
∂
∂Am
} or by the
set {Aˆm = −ih¯XAm = −ih¯
∂
∂xm
, xˆm = xm}. Thus in both representations the commutator between the
quatum operators is given by:
e[Aˆm , xˆn]Ψ = −ih¯δmnΨ , (5)
which is gauge invariant [13]. Equivalently in accord with quantum mechanics there is a true uncertainty
relation:
e∆Am ·∆xm ≥ h¯ (6)
Here ∆xm is the position uncertainty of the electron observed by the light which is proportional to the
wave length of light [14].
This approach considers the photon as a quantum particle with its typical uncertainties; Since in the
same way that a measurment of momentum or position of an electron needs its interaction with a
photon, the measurment of electric field strength of a photon needs its interaction with an electron or
with a charged test body ( see also Ref. [14]). Thus for a time dependent electromagnetic potential,
e. g. Am = Em · t, there is also an uncertainty relation for the electric field strength which is given by
e∆Em ·∆t ·∆xm ≥ h¯. Note also that a similar quantum relation exists also in the four dimensional QED,
although it is introduced phenomenologically in addition to the usual canonical unceertainty relation of
QED [14]. Rather this additonal quantum relation, i. e. Q∆Ex · T · ∆x ≥ h¯; Q = N
′e , N ′ ∈ Z, is
essential for the consistency of the usual uncertainty relations of QED [15]. Considering Ax = Ex · T ,
it is obvious that the additional quantum relation in QED is the same as the canonically obtained
uncertainty relation in the two dimensional model for N ′ non-interacting electrons which has the action
9
N ′e
∮
contour
Amdx
m.
Moreover considering the QED uncertainty relation ∆Gx · ∆x ≥ h¯ where Gi =
∫
d3xǫijkEjBk; i, j, k =
1, 2, 3 is the momentum of light which observes the position x of electron [14]; a comparison with
additional QED quantum relation Q∆Ex · T ·∆x ≥ h¯ shows that: ∆Gx = Q∆Ex · T = Q∆Ax. Thus, in
two dimensions, the momentum of four dimensional QEDGm can be identified with the momentum of the
two dimensional model of quantum electrodynamics QAm. This shows the compatibility of four and two
dimensional quantum models with respect to the momentum structure. To underline this property note
that using Gauss’s law for closed surfaces and Ai = ǫijkxjBk for solutions of Maxwell equations, i. e. for
constant Bk, the momentum in four dimensional case Gi =
∫
d3xǫijkEjBk, is given by Gi = QAi. Hence
the canonical identification of momentum of two dimensional photon with Am, as it is performed above,
is in agreement with the momentum concept in four dimensional QED. Although the four dimensional
theory do not present any canonical conjugate position variable for this momentum. At any case the
momentum of photon Am is correlated with the momentum of electron Pm. Thus the flat connection
A
(contour)
m on the contour region is defined, in accord with F
(contour)
mn = 0, by (−ih¯∂m−eAm)Ψ = 0 where
Ψ is the wave function of electron. Hence, in view of e∆Ax = ∆Px in accord with PmΨ = eAmΨ, the
momentums as well as uncertainty relations for interacting electron and photon becomes correlated as
expected, e. g. in Ref. [14].
Recall however that whereas in the two dimensional approach the uncertainty relations e∆Am ·∆xm ≥ h¯
result directly from the canonical quantization of the action, in the four dimensional QED one needs
various assumptions to introduce the ” inaccuracy” relation: Q∆Ex ·∆x · T ≥ h¯ which is not deducable
from the quantum structure of the four dimensional QED [14]. This seems to be an advantage of the
two dimensional approach to quantum electrodynamics.
Moreover, in accord with A
(surface)
m = B(constant)x
nǫmn or with ∆Am = B ·∆x
n|ǫmn| there should be
also an equivalent uncertainty relation which is given by: eB∆xm.∆xn ≥ h¯|ǫmn| , i. e. for m 6= n. This
uncertainty relation is related to the quantum commutator postulate eB[xˆm , xˆn] = −ih¯ǫmn which is
equivalent to the quantization postulate: S(cl) = eB(constant)ǫmn
∫
(surface)
dxm ∧ dxn = Nh. Recall that
the commutator eB[xˆm , xˆn] = −ih¯ǫmn is known, phenomenologically, as the commutator of relative
electron coordinates operators in the cyclotron motion [16] and it seems to be related with the so
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called ”Peierls substitution” for electrons in strong magnetic fields [17]. Furthermore in accord with the
uncertainty relations the quantized electromagnetic gauge potential possess a maximal uncertainty of
∆Am = (∆Am)(maximum) =
h¯
elB
for the case ∆xm = (∆xm)(minimum) = lB. Using ∆Am = eB · lB
one obtains from uncertainty relation the independent phenomenological definition of magnetic length:
l2B =
h¯
eB
, which proves the consistency of this approach. Therefore this two dimensional quantum theory
which is represented by the equivalent canonical quantum postulates: i. e. by e
∮
(contour)
Amdx
m =
e
∫
(surface)
Fmndx
m ∧ dxn = Φ(Q) = Nh,N ∈ Z ; e[Aˆm , xˆn] = −ih¯δmn or eB[xˆm , xˆn] = −ih¯ǫmn can be
considered as an appropriate theory to describe two dimensional quantum effects in presence of magnetic
fields.
In conclusion let us remark that in accord with this canonical quantized model there should be a quan-
tum of length equal to the magnetic length lB in two dimensional quantum electrodynamical systems,
which was introduced phenomenologically in the magnetic quantization. Accordingly in such quan-
tum systems all relevant lengths and areas are quantized in units of lB and l
2
B, respectively, since
(∆xm)(minimum) = lB and (∆xm · ∆xn)(minimum) = l
2
B. Furthermore the introduced quantum com-
mutator postulates e[Aˆm , xˆn] = −ih¯δmn or eB[xˆm , xˆn] = −ih¯ǫmn are equivalent, in accord with
A
(surface)
m = B(constant)x
nǫmn, to the commutator e[Aˆm , Aˆn] = −ih¯B which is equivalent to the quan-
tum commutator postulate for the 2 + 1 dimensional Chern-Simons theory in the At = 0 gauge [18].
This circumstance relates our gauge free model with the gauged Chern-Simons models of topological field
theories which are used also to describe QHE [19]. Moreover the present model seems to be related, by
quantum postulate eB[xˆm , xˆn] = −ih¯ǫmn, to the Chern-Simons quantum mechanics [20].
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